FORM 990 IS GOING PUBLIC

New IRS Regulations Will Make Information about Nonprofit Healthcare Providers Widely Available

Soon not-for-profit hospitals and healthcare organizations will be subject to new public-disclosure requirements affecting IRS Form 990, “Annual Information Return.” The changes reflect Congress’s mandate that all tax-exempt organizations make public detailed information about their operations, activities, and finances. Under new regulations, expected shortly, copies of Form 990 and tax-exemption applications must either be made widely available electronically or furnished to anyone who requests them. In addition, the IRS will soon release, in electronic format, recent Forms 990 in its files.

These changes will dramatically expand the availability of information about nonprofit healthcare providers. Accordingly, Catholic healthcare providers—indeed, all nonprofit healthcare providers—should take steps now to ensure that their Form 990 accurately reflects the community benefits they provide.

Gene Steuerle, an economist familiar with the tax-exempt sector, calls these developments “The Coming Revolution in the Nonprofit Sector,” explaining that:

Driving these changes is the fact that the IRS is about to issue final regulations under Internal Revenue Code Section 6104(e), governing the circumstances under which tax-exempt organizations must disclose their IRS Form 990 and applications for exemption to the public. Congress amended Section 6104(e) in 1996 as part of the Taxpayer Bill of Rights 2, the same law that gave the IRS authority to impose intermediate sanctions. Since 1987, Section 6104(e) has required tax-exempt organizations to show their applications and returns to those who asked in person to see them. Now an organization will be required to provide a copy of its application and Form 990 to anyone who requests it. However, the new requirements will not be effective until 60 days after the IRS issues final implementing regulations. Proposed regulations were issued September 25, 1997.

MORE THAN AN IRS REPORT

The new disclosure requirements cover Form 990 and all supporting documents for three years after filing, an organization’s initial application for exemption, and all support materials. The portion of Form 990, Schedule A, that includes compensation information must be disclosed. However, the names and addresses of substantial contributors and Form 990T (“Unrelated Business Income Tax Return”) are excluded from the rules.

Slowly but steadily, Form 990 is becoming much more than a report to the IRS. About 35 state tax authorities rely on Form 990 to gather information about tax-exempt organizations in their states. Although information returns technically have been available to the public from the IRS for years, insufficient resources and diffuse responsibilities have made it difficult for the IRS to locate returns after they were filed, even for
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Exempt organizations will do well to view Form 990 as a public report.

MAKING FORMS 990 "WIDELY AVAILABLE"

The tax code and proposed regulations provide incentives for organizations to post Form 990 on the Internet. Under Section 6104(e)(3), exempt organizations will not be required to furnish or mail copies of Form 990 or their exemption applications if, in accordance with treasury regulations, they have made the documents "widely available." (Organizations still will have to make these materials available for on-site inspection.) The proposed regulations establish procedures under which an exempt organization can make these documents widely available by posting them on its website or on another organization’s website as part of a database of similar materials. In fact, according to a senior IRS official, a clear intent of the recent changes to the disclosure requirements was to encourage dissemination of the returns via the Internet.1 Bear in mind that, even if your organization chooses not to post its Form 990 on its website, nothing prevents others from posting it elsewhere on the Internet.2

The new disclosure requirements will greatly increase the distribution and visibility of Form 990 information, presenting a unique opportunity for nonprofit healthcare organizations to distinguish themselves. Gene Steuerle forecasts the effect of this change as follows: “Individual monitoring of particular charities is just the beginning. With newly available data files on charities, it is now possible to undertake research on the sector itself in ways never before possible.”3

AN IMPORTANT OPPORTUNITY

Although the increased distribution and visibility of Form 990 information may not be popular in some tax-exempt circles, these developments present an opportunity too important to pass up. Healthcare organizations should begin treating Form 990 as an important community-benefit communication tool, much like the plans or annual reports they may currently provide to the community. Whether organizations post Form 990 on the Internet or not, there are important steps they can take now to improve the distribution of information about the good works they do.

To ensure that the new, wider audience obtains a complete and accurate picture from Form 990, the form itself must present a thorough description of community benefits. If copies of Form 990 are mailed out, one easy way to ensure that the complete community-benefit picture is available to recipients is to include a copy of the relevant community-benefit report in all replies to requests for the return. However, although Section 6104(e) and the proposed regulations would allow a tax-exempt organization to charge copying and mailing costs for copies of Form 990 and related documents, if it voluntarily provides a separate community-benefit report, it may not charge copying or postage costs. Even if an organization follows this approach, it would be better to build community-benefit information into the Form 990 itself.

The Coalition for Nonprofit Health Care, a national research, education, and advocacy organization representing nonprofit providers, issued a one-page alert last summer recommending that all nonprofit healthcare organizations voluntarily report on Form 990 detailed quantitative and narrative information on the community-benefit they provide (even if this information is already published in other formats). This information is
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Both St. Mary's and St. Joseph's have mobile clinics traveling to rural communities.

When questions of eligibility and coverage arise, the caseworker helps obtain a quick answer. "It provides greater dignity" for people to be able to enroll at St. Mary's rather than having to go to the welfare office, states Emge.

St. Mary's commitment to the poor and underserved has also led it to survey local Medicaid providers, asking what is currently good about the program and how it could be improved. The results of the survey were prepared for distribution to Indiana state legislators and governor's appointees, who this year will be deciding how to permanently fund children's health insurance in the state.

A MEDICAID WORKER ON STAFF
A thousand miles away, in New York, St. Joseph's Hospital is also working with the county social services department to increase Medicaid enrollment. Part of the Carondelet Health System, St. Joseph's is a community hospital with 255 beds and a primary service area of approximately 90,000.

In 1997 the hospital worked out an arrangement with the county to place a full-time Medicaid worker at St. Joseph's. This worker, Marcia Sassano, comes from the local county office of the social services department, but St. Joseph's pays half her salary and the state pays the other half.

Sassano works both inside and outside the hospital to enroll eligible individuals. At the hospital, she enrolls inpatients and outpatients who use the hospital's many clinics or programs. "Everybody reinforces the program—registration staff, patient representatives, collectors—and there is information available everywhere," says Hank Heilmann, St. Joseph's credit and collections manager. Everyone who is admitted to the hospital receives a sheet with enrollment information and the business office's hours and telephone number.

St. Joseph's, like St. Mary's, has a mobile clinic that travels to rural communities, and the van's nurse practitioner promotes the enrollment program and takes names to refer to Sassano, who then follows up by telephone or makes home visits to prescreen applicants and determine eligibility.

Between March 1997 and November 1998, St. Joseph's enrolled a total of 284 children and adults in Medicaid. "This has worked out well for us and for the county," reports Heilmann. He echoes Emge's opinion that people prefer to enroll through the medical facility instead of the Medicaid offices. "The offices are so busy, they can't help but treat people like numbers. Here, an applicant can get an interview on the same day; at the social services office, it takes 5 days to get an interview and 45 days to get a determination."

St. Joseph's work to extend medical coverage to children also includes distributing information on New York's Child Health Plus insurance program, which offers low-cost insurance for children of families that may not be eligible for Medicaid but cannot afford regularly priced insurance. —Ann Stockho